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Thank you so much for your purchase!  Don’t forget to leave 
a rating at my TPT store to earn yourself TPT Credits (aka 

Free Money). And make sure you follow my store here to be 
alerted when I post new products!

For all the latest happenings, freebies, and 
sales stay connected with me on social media!

TPT
Facebook Instagram Pinterest Teachers Pay 

Teachers

Meet the Author

Hi!  I’m Chrystal Hambek, the author behind the blog and 
TPT Store, Super God Not Super Mom.  I was an 
elementary teacher for 8 years before making the 
decision to stay home with my three young children.  I 
now blog at www.supergodnotsupermom.com about faith, 
family, and education.  If you have any questions or 
special requests, I would love to help you out!  Email me 
anytime at chrystal@supergodnotsupermom.com.     
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More Super God Not Super Mom products you would 
enjoy!

Terms of Use

Thank you for respecting my work!

© Hambek Services, LLC. Super God Not Super Mom.
All rights reserved. Purchase of this unit entitles the purchaser the right to 

reproduce the pages in limited quantities for single classroom use only. Duplication 
for an entire school, an entire school system or commercial purposes is strictly 

forbidden without written permission from the publisher. 

Copying any part of this product and placing it on the Internet in any form (even a 
personal/classroom website) is strictly forbidden and is a violation of the Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). These items can be picked up in a google search 
and then shared worldwide for free.
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Spring Picnic Alphabet Match:

-Select which version you want to use:
uppercase, lowercase, beginning sounds, or use 
a combination.  Print and cut apart the picnic 
cards.

-Make a spring sensory bin and add your 
picnic cards.  
Ideas:  

- black beans and fake flowers for a 
garden.  

- Fill a picnic basket!  
- pastel colored pasta
- play outside in the sandbox

-Have your child draw one card and then find 
the match on their recording sheet and 
either trace or dot the match.  Continue until 
all letters are found

-TIP:  You can always substitute letter 
magnets for the alphabet cards too.

Enjoy!!
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